
The performance of BLOCKFIRE and its components has 
been tested and certified by Certification institutions 
EGOLF members, the European Group of Organization for Fire 
Testing, Inspection and Certification.
Makros BLOCKFIRE is designed to create the 
compartmentalisation of the content. 
TheThe sequence of the compartments provides a barrier against 
heat and fire with extreme efficiency.  
The tests runned on BLOCKFIRE demonstrates the 
resistance of the structure to withstand fire.
During the tests, the UNI STANDARDS Fire Curve, which 
involves the application of a near constant heat of 900 
degrees, was applied to the product in the oven. 

The results of the fire tests shown that the adjacent wall 
surface suffered no effect because of the increase of the 
temperature within the contiguous cabinet; in effect, only a 
slide increase in temperature was recorded. 
The side panels of individual BLOCKFIRE compartments 
are made with an innovative and technological material 
created especially for Makros. 
TheThe narrow overall thickness – with a weight of only 7 kg/mq – 
guarantees a protection against temperatures above 1.000 
degrees, due to the low thermal conductivity of the materials. 

BLOCKFIRE is a certified 
and tested system. 
The fire resistance tests have been carried out on a whole sample of 
a BLOCKFIRE compactable system, and not on single panels.

BLOCKFIRE is a Makros patented System. 

Makros provides complete Turnkey Solutions

BLOCKFIRE solutions has been choosed by many 
Institutions , either in Italy or abroad: Museums, 
Libraries, Public Institutes archives, Companies 
warehouses and archives. 

Fireproof and firebreak sliding 
compactable archiving System

MADE IN ITALY
www.blockfire.it

makros.italia@gmail.com



Paper starts auto-ignition at a 
temperature of 233 degrees 
Celsius. 
TestsTests demonstrate that paper 
archived within keeps the 
temperature far below this limit, 
even after a 120 minutes, 1000 
degrees Celsius, fire continued 
action.  

BLOCKFIRE bypasses the installations of automatic extinguishing systems 
(keeps the fire load under 60 kg/mq)

BLOCKFIRE is a safe and secure 
way to preserve book, documents 
and manuscripts in the best 
possible conditions.

BLOCKFIRE is a container designed to be fire resistant, 
therefore, as per Italian Ministerial Decree of 9 March 2007, it 
determins a fire load equal to zero for the material 
contained within. 
BLOCKFIREBLOCKFIRE makes it possible to exceed the fire load limits 
which are imposed even in presence of an automatic 
extinguishing system (as per Italian M.D. 9 March 2007, the 
automatic extinguishing system is only one factor which improves 
the permitted fire load. It therefore determines a limit which can 
be easily exceeded if a Compactable Archiving System is 
installed). 
OneOne of the advantages of BLOCKFIRE, never seen before on 
the market of a sliding archiving systems, is that it 
creates a real thermal break; it creates a real gap between the 
high external temperatures in case of fire and the internal 
temperatures in order to safeguard the stored material from fire 
damages. 

With BLOCKFIRE, 
the fire load is zero. 

Special intumescent gaskets (asbestos free), positioned on 
the front edges of adjacent cabinets, increase volume and 
change their state from solid to foamy and from rigid to 
soft, in case of rise temperature, in order to fill any void 
between two cabinets, thus sealing them to give 
continuity to the thermal break. 
BLOCKFIREBLOCKFIRE foresees that each pillar sustaining the 
shelves, as well as the load, is to be positioned inside 
the fire block compartment, in such a way, that the risk 
of the structure collapsing, dued to high temperature, is 
equal to zero.  

The electromechanical system can be combined with sensors 
which detect an increase in temperature or the presence of 
smoke. When either of these exceed the preprogrammed 
tresholds, the system launches the automatic closure of all left 
open cabinets, to ensure a complete compactation, preceded by 
an acoustic warning.
TheThe manual movement system can be fitted with warning 
systems which goes on when cabinets are left open, or when the 
system is not fully closed or unmanned. 

Open when a book is needed, 
closed when a fire breaks out.  

STORAGE 
capacity analysys 
in a 100mq – h 2,70 m room

Intumescent gaskets on the 
perimeter seal the cabinets to 
one another in case of fire. 

Blockfire is supported by a 
technical project attesting a 
“0” fire load. 

Tailored dimensions for each cabinet: up to 8,4 meters 
width, 5,6 meters height; 4 meters depth.

BLOCKFIRE is built accordingly 
with anti-sismic legislations. 

With BLOCKFIRE, every space can maximize its full 
potential even when fully loaded, and unlike other 
compactable systems, is always in compliance with 
the limits of the law.
BLOCKFIRE can be adapted to fit any space, because 
customized.
BLOCKFIREBLOCKFIRE is particularly effective for documents, books, 
manuscripts, paintings, cultural assets, fabrics, samples, 
photographic and audiovisual material; valuables and 
hazardous materials.
Due to its smart design, the system can be used as 
office furnishing system; it can be equipped with an RFID 
System to manage archived or stored content. 

With BLOCKFIRE every storage 
area can be maximized at its 
full potential.

THE MAXIMUM STORAGE CAPACITY is explained in the upper layout where:
   on the light gray area we observe the storage capacity for simple open shelves or compactable 
cabinets with fire detection systems; 
   on the dark gray area we observe the storage capacity for simple open shelves or compactable 
cabinets with fire detection systems and automatic extinguishing systems;
   on the orange area we observe the storage capacity for BLOCKFIRE with fire detection systems.
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